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SOME GENERALIZED BROWN-GITLER SPECTRA
BY

PAUL G. GOERSS, JOHN D. S. JONES AND MARK E. MAHOWALD1

Abstract. Brown-Gitler spectra for the homology theories associated with the

spectra A"Zf, bo, and bu are constructed. Complexes adapted to the new Brown-

Gitler spectra are produced and a spectral sequence converging to stable maps into

these spectra is constructed and examined.

Brown-Gitler spectra have many applications in homotopy theory. At the prime 2

they were constructed in [4]. In his thesis, Ralph Cohen constructed Brown-Gitler

spectra at odd primes. The purpose of this paper is to produce Brown-Gitler spectra

at other homology theories.
Fix a prime p. All homology and cohomology will have Z/p as coefficients. Let A

be the mod p Steenrod algebra and let x: A -> A be the canonical antiautomor-

phism. If p = 2, then let Pk = Sq2* and ß = Sq1 be the Bockstein. The theorems of

Brown-Gitler and Cohen can be combined to read as follows.

Theorem 0. There is a Z/p-complete spectrum B(pk + 1), k > 0, so that

(i) H*B(pk + 1) = A/A{x(ßtP'): i > k, e = 0 orl},

(ii) if w: B(pk + 1) —» KZ/p is the generator, then the induced map of reduced

homology theories

wv B(pk + l)mZ^HmZ

is onto for all CW complexes Z and m ^ 2p(k + 1) — 1.

We will call B(pk + 1) a Brown-Gitler spectrum over KZ/p. The purpose of this

paper is to produce Brown-Gitler spectra over KZ^, Bp(l), and bo. Z^ is the

integers completed at p.

Our first result concerns Brown-Gitler spectra over K Z*. Note that H *K Zff =

A/Aß.

Theorem 1. For each k > 0 there is a Z/p-complete spectrum Bx(pk + 1) and a

map w: Bx(pk + 1) -» KZ¡f so that
(i) w*: H*KZp   -* H*Bx(pk + 1) induces an isomorphism

H*Bx(pk + 1) = A/A{ß, XP\ i> k),
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(ii) the induced map of homology theories

Bx(pk + l)mZ-+Hm(Z;Z;)

is onto for all CW complexes Z and m < 2p(k + 1) - 1.

This result is not really new. These spectra have been studied by several authors:

Mahowald [10] at p = 2 and Kane [9] for odd primes and subsequently by

Shimamoto [11] and Goerss [8]. The only point which is new is the proof of (ii).

For our next result let BP{l) be one of the p - 1 factors of modp connective

AT-theory completed at p. Then BP(l) is a ring spectrum and

w*BP(l)=Z;[vl],

where vx is of degree 2(p — 1) and

H*BP(l) = A/A[ß, ßP1}.

Let q = 2(p - 1); then a cohomology calculation shows that there are maps x^".

/ > 0, so that the following diagram commutes:

bp(i)    -    ¿Z"'kz;

i i

KZ/p      ^       I,'" KZ/p

Here the vertical maps represent generators of H*BP(l) and H*KZ^ as modules

over A. Fix a choice for x^"- There are induced maps of homology theories

XP'*: 5/>(l>* -//*(; Z;).

Theorem 2. For each k > 0 there exists a Z/p-complete spectrum BP(l)k and a

mapw: BP(l)k -+ BP{l) so that

(i) H*BP(l)k = A/A{ß, ßP\ xP'\ i > k],

(ii) uv BP(l)kmZ -+ BP(l)mZ is onto n,>kkerXP'* for all CIV complexes Z

and m < 2p(k + 1) - 1.

Now let bo be the spectrum of real connective K theory completed at 2. Then

H*bo = A/A{Sql,Sq2}.

For / > 0 there are maps x^q4' making the following diagram commute:

bo     X§S    y!'kzî

l i m

xSq4' 4,

KZ/2       -H-        ¿Z   KZ/2
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Our result is

Theorem 3. For each k > 0 there exists a Z/2-complete spectrum bok and a map

w: bok -» bo so that

(i) H*bok s A/A{Sq1, Sq2, XSq4'; i > k),

(ii) if m < 8A: + 7, rAe/i w*: /w*Z -> Z>o„,Z ¿s onto D/>lt ker(xSq4% /or all CW

complexes Z.

These spectra where constructed by Goerss [8] using a different method.

Our method of proof follows that of Brown and Gitler in outline. In §2 we

provide acyclic resolutions of the modules we are trying to realize as the cohomology

of spectra. In §§3 and 4 we obtain some unstable data necessary for our construc-

tions. In §5 we prove the theorems. §1 is devoted to the detailing of the results of

Brown and Gitler and of Cohen. Finally, in §6, we discuss maps into Brown-Gitler

type spectra; indeed, we construct a spectral sequence converging to (for example)

[ Z, bok ] * and show it collapses in a range for an important class of spectra Z.

We are working in some good stable category, such as provided by Adams [1] and

all our spectra are completed at a prime p. We will make no distinction between a

map t: X -* Y and its suspension t: 1.X -» 27.

1. The results of Brown, Gitler and Cohen. The purpose of this section is to

describe, in depth, the results and techniques behind Theorem 0 of the introduction.

We need these concepts for our construction. We recall two steps of the work: first

we describe a particular acyclic resolution, by .4-modules, of H*B( pk + 1), then we

describe a tower of spectra whose homotopy inverse limit is B(pk + 1). First let p

be an odd prime. Recall that q = 2( p — 1). Let A be the graded, associative algebra

over Z/p with generators X¡_x of degree qi — 1, / > 0, and p,_x of degree qi, i > 0,

subject to the relations

XrXs = zZa(i,r,s)Xr+s+l_i\^f,

(1.1)

where

f*A= Hb(i,r,s)pr+s+f_i\i_f,
i

Àrr*. = Ho(i,r,s)\r+s+f_iPi_f + c(i,r,s)tir,

i

firHs = T.b(i,r,s)pr+s+l_iPi_f,

,. x /      W + rl(p-l)(s+ 1-0-1
a(t,r,s) = (-1)

\ i-p(r+l)

,,.        v     ,    .,i+r+il(p-l)(s+ 1-0-1
b(i,r,s) = (-l)

\       i - p(r + 1) - 1

(. v , / + r/(p-l)(*+l    -0
c(/,r,i)= (-1)

\       / -p(r + 1)

Let A be A modulo the left ideal generated by X_x. A is a differential graded

algebra with differential given by left multiplication by À   ,.
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Now let p = 2. Let A be the graded associative Z/2 algebra with generators A, of

degree i, / > — 1, subject to the relations

(1.2) M.-E(2/_\;i2r))x^-,

Again A is A modulo the left ideal generated by \_1. Left multiplication by X_x is

again a differential. These are the lambda algebras of [2].

If p is odd let v, = \¡ or p¡; in the case p = 2 let v¡ = X,. If (ix./ ) is a

g-tuple of integers, i¡ > — 1, set v, = v¡ ■ ■ ■ v¡. This is a monomial of length q.

Such a monomial is admissible if p(z'y + 1) > /.+J + 2 when u,. = X, and ^ /'+1 + 1

when v¡ = p,,.. This is valid at any prime. If p is odd set

A* = Aln^Ao.fti,.**-i.M*-i}

and if p = 2

A, = A{A0,...,A2A}.

The notation means that these are left ideals generated by the specified elements.

Lemma 1.3. (i) For all primes a basis for A as a Z/'p vector space is given by the set

of admissible monomials.

(ii) Ak is closed under the differential and has a Z/p basis of admissible monomials

given by v, with i   < k — 1 if p > 3 or i   < 2k if p = 2.

For the proof see [2, 4 and 6]. This lemma implies that A/AA inherits a

differential from A given by the left action of X_y, furthermore, A/AA has Z/p

basis of monomials v, with /   > k if p > 2 or i   > 2k if p = 2.

Let A k be the set of admissible monomials of length q in A/AA.. If K is a Z/p

vector space let V * be the dual and ( , ) : V * <8> V -> Z/p be the canonical pairing.

Define

to be the A linear map given by

(1.4) Ô*v* = £ ( vf, XjVj)XPJ * V* + ( of, PjVj)XßPJ* lvj     for p > 2,
j

S*X* = ¿Z{X*,, X^xSq'^X*    forp = 2.
j

The sums are over j > -1 and all basis elements u, of A(/ A.

Let

(1.5) M(p/c + l) = A/A{x(ßiP')- i > k, £ = 0orl},        p > 2,

M(2k + 1) = A/A{XSq': ; > 2k + 1},        p = 2.

The following is the fundamental result. Let e:  A -» M(pk + 1) be the quotient

map.

Theorem 1.6 [4, 6]. The following is a long exact sequence:

■■■  -> A ® A* + 1 iA 4 A ® A* A. -♦  ■-■  -^ /I ® A* w 4 /I -^ M( pA: + 1 ) ^ 0.
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Thus by definition, the modules A ® A* k and the maps 8* form an acyclic

resolution of M(pk + 1). In the following sections, when k is fixed we will set

Cq = A ® A*.,.

We can now describe the tower whose homotopy inverse limit is B(pk +1). Fix

an integer k > 0. Then let Kq be an Eilenberg-Mac Lane spectrum so that

•"*Kq = Aq.k and let

8q-Kq^¿ZKq+f

be a map so that in cohomology 8* is as in the theorem above.

Theorem 1.7. There exist spectra Yq and maps ey Yq -> Y.Kq+x so that

(1) Y0 = K0 = KZ/p, e0 = 80,

(2) there are cofibre sequences

p,

Vi" ^i-^^EV

(3) V, = 8r
(4) the induced map of homology theories

(eqU:(Xq)mZ->(Kq+f)m_lZ

is zero for m < 2p(k + 1) — 1 and all CW complexes Z.

Thus there is a tower

IX
Î <v i

(1.8)      •••       -       Yq      -     Yq_x^    ■■■    -+     Yf     -*      Y0 = KZ/2.

'■,T

fi(pfc + 1) is the homotopy inverse limit of this tower. Theorem 0 of the introduc-

tion follows immediately from the above theorem. A bit of unstable information is

catalogued in our next lemma. Let Z be a finite complex and let y e HmZ,

m < 2p(& + 1) - 1. Then, if DZ is the stable Spanier-Whitehead dual of Z, there is

a class dual to y, y e H0Y.mDZ. This may be realized as a map

y: ¿Z"'DZ-+KZp= Y0.

Consider the tower above. The following is an idea of Brown and Peterson [5].

Lemma 1.9. Any lifting of y to Yq lifts to Yq+1.

Proof. The proof follows from Theorem 1.7(4) and a duality argument.

2. Acylic resolutions. Here we present acyclic resolutions of the modules that will

be the cohomology of the spectra we will construct. These resolutions will be

constructed using ideals in the A-algebra and quotient modules of A. In particular,

they will not be free over A.
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If p = 2, let P' = Sq2' g A and ß = Sq1 be the Bockstein. Set

MQ(k) = A/A{ß,xP';i>k},

Mf(k) = A/A{ß, ßPl, XP'; i > k}.

We will present the resolutions of these modules first. Fix a prime p and an integer

k > 0. We define two left ideals in the A-algebra:

A° = A{Xy, i > 0}    ifp>2,

(2.2) A° = A{X2/+1;i>0)    if/> = 2,

A1 = A{A,Ay; i,/>0)    if/>>2,

and

A^AfX^X^i./X)}    if/» = 2.

Here is the first result.

Lemma 2.3. (1) A0 is closed under the differential of A. If p > 2 then A0 has a Z/p

basis of admissible monomials v¡ ■ • ■ v, , q > 0, with v¡ = A, . If p = 2, then A0 has

a basis of admissible monomials given by A,   ■ ■ ■ A,■, q > 0, with i   = 1 mod 2.

(2) A1 is closed under the differential of A. If p > 2, then A1 has a basis of

admissible monomials v¡ ■ ■ ■ v, , q > 1, with v¡ = A, and v¡ = A, . If p = 2,

then a basis is given by admissible monomials A( ■ • • A,, q > 1, with i = 1 =

í    , mod 2.

Proof. This is a consequence of relations (1.1) and (1.2).

If Ak is the ideal defined in §1 (see 1.3), let

A'}. = A0/A0 nA(,       A\ = A'/A1 n AA.

Define

A ( ¡7,0) = monomials of length <y in A° ,

A(<7,1) = monomials of length q in A\,

A(l,l) = A(0,1).

We can now define the sequences of A -modules which will be our resolutions.

Let Z)0° = A/Aß and D° = A ® A*(<7,0) for qr > 0. Define maps

(2.4) 8*:D°+1^D^

by formulae of (1.4). Similarly, let

Dr\ = A/A{ß,ßP1},    D\= A/Aß® A*(l,l),

Dq = A ® A*(<7,1)    for^ > 0.

Define maps

(2.5) *,*:^+i->¿>¿

by the formulae (1.4).
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Theorem 2.6.  Let n = 0 or 1 and let e:  Dq -* Mn(k) be the projection. The

following is a long exact sequence of A-modules; that is, an acyclic resolution.

■ ■ ■ D;+i "i D"q "» • • •  "» D'f' t D» A M„(k) -» 0.

Proof. With our conventions for p = 2, we see that a Z/p basis for A/Aß is

given by

x(P') = x(Pi'ßn •■■ P''ß'')

with />' admissible, and a basis for A/A {/?, /8/>1} is given by

x(p') = x(P'lPhßH ■ ■ ■ P''ß°<)

and P' admissible. With this remark the proofs of the theorems of [4 and 6] go

through verbatum.

Now let C = A ® A* k be as in 1.6. Then there are quotient maps 6*: Cq -* Dq

so that the following diagram commutes:

i s,f, i e*

If q ^ 2, then 0* is the projection into a direct summand. Let Kq be as in 1.7; then

H*Kq = Cq. Set AT0° = *Z„\ tf,° = BP(l)and K¡ = V(>kL"i~1 KZpA. Further-

more, in the remaining cases, let Kq be the Eilenberg-Mac Lane spectrum so that

ir*Kq = A(q,n). The following proposition is straightforward, but crucial.

Proposition 2.7. For q^O there exist maps By Kq' -> Kq and maps 8y K'q' -»

LK^+fSothat:

(i) 0*: Cq -» /); « i/ie ^Moi/en/ aw¿ Ô,,*: í»;+1 -> /);' ¿s /7,e> differential.

(ii) The following diagram commutes:

1 *» 1V i

*?     ~*     XX+1

(hi) If q ^ 2, then there is s y Kq -» AT" so //za? s^ « /^e identity.

Proof. Only the construction of the map 80: BP(l) -» VZ^'ATZ^ is not obvious.

But just set 50 = V ¡> ,xP' as m Theorem 2 of the introduction.

Now let p = 2 and fix k > 0 and set

M2(4k) = ^/^{Sq1,Sq2, xSq4'; i > k).

We wish to find analogues of 2.6 and 2.7 for this module. In the mod 2 A-algebra set

r = A{A2,_1A4. f-.i,j>0}.
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Lemma 2.8. F is closed under the differential of A and has a basis of admissible

monomials A,   • • • A, with q > 2, /„_, s 1 mod2 and/„ = 3 mod4.
M 'q * H      l H

Let

rA = r/rnA2A,

r = all monomials of length q inTk,    q > 2,

r, = Z/2 vector space on generators A4/_1,    i > k.

Define

£0 = /l/,4{Sq\Sq2},    Ex = A/ASql ® T*,    Eq = A®Y*,      q>2,

and define 8*: Eq+X -» £   by the formula in (1.4).

Theorem 2.9. Lei e: A/A{Sq\ Sq2} -» A/2(4Ar) be the projection. The following is

a long exact sequence:

■■■  -»£,+ 1-^£,-  •■■  ^Ex^Eo^M2(4k)^0.

Proof. A vector space basis for A/A{Sq\ Sq2} is given by

XSq' = xSq4"Sq2'=Sq" ■ ■ ■ Sq'"

with Sq' admissible. Now proceed as before.

Define

K2 = bo,        K2=   VE4'^Z2\
¡>k

For q > 2, let K2  be an Eilenberg-Mac Lane spectrum so that tr^K2 ~ T . Let

C, = A ® A* ,,. and AT„ be so that H*Ka = C„.
if Cf,-Cr\ q if if

Proposition 2.10. There exist maps 0y. K2 -> Kq and 8*: K2 -» IAT2+, so that:

(1) 6*: C  -> £   is the quotient and 8*: E +] -> £   « r/ie differential.

(2) The following diagram commutes:

V       -       IX
i #, i ö<,. i

»,    i    £*.-

(3) If q ^ 2 there exists a map s y Kq -» A"2 so i/iaf s 0  w r/ze identity.

Proof. The map ô0 is just V/>AxSq4': 6o -» VE4'ATZ2A where xSq4' is as in

Theorem 3 of the introduction.

3. Adapted complexes. In the study of Brown-Gitler spectra it is important to keep

track of unstable homotopy data. This is done with the device of adapted complexes

[5 and 6]. In this section we define this idea, then prove that there are complexes

adapted to the modules we are trying to realize as the cohomology of spectra.
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First the definitions. Suppose we have the following situation: a ring spectrum h

and a subalgebra B a A so that

H*h = A//B = A/AB,

where B is the nonunits of B. Furthermore suppose we have modules

N(k) = A/A{B,Yk)

where Yk c {x^": i > k). Let 1: h -» KZ/p be the generator of H*h over A.

Definition 3.1. Let Z be a finite CW complex and

y e hmZ   with m < 2p(k + 1) - 1.

Let /)Z be the Spanier-Whitehead dual of Z and y the class dual to y:

y: £   DZ^h.

Then (Z, y) is adapted to N(k) if the following sequence is exact:

yl{5,yA.} -> A = H*KZ/p   ^   H*Y."'dZ.

Since y g /¡„,Z this is an adapted complex of degree m.

Let £() c A be the exterior algebra generated by the Bockstein, B¡ <z A the

exterior algebra generated by ß and Plß - ßP1. If p = 2, let Ax be the algebra

generated by Sq1 and Sq2. Then

H*KZf =A//B0,    H*BP(l) = A//Bx,    H*bo = A//Ax.

Theorem 3.2. For each k > 0, there exists a finite CW complex Zk and yk g

Hm(Zk, Z¡f) with m = 2pk + 1 so that (Zk, yk) is adapted to M0(k).

Let S0 be as in 2.7.

Theorem 3.3. For each k > 0 there exists a finite CW complex Zk and yk g

BP(l)mZk with m = 2pk + 2 so that (Zk,yk) is adapted to Mx(k). Furthermore

(S0)*Ya = 0.

Let 80 be as in 2.10.

Theorem 3.4. For each k > 0 there exists a finite CW complex Zk and yk G bomZk

with m = Sk + 4 so that (Zk,yk) is adapted to M2(2k). Furthermore (80)#yk = 0.

We prove 3.2 in this section. Because 3.3 and 3.4. require computations in the

Adams spectral sequence we postpone these proofs to §4. We begin with a proposi-

tion on Spanier-Whitehead duality and then reduce our theorems to two lemmas.

Given an element a G A, we have a right action of a on the homology of any

finite complex Z:

a*: hom(H*Z,Z/p) = H+Z -> hom(//*Z; Z/p) ~ H^Z.

Since a* is a natural transformation of homology theories it must be induced by a

map of spectra b: KZ/p -* LsKZ/p where s is the degree of a; b ^ A.
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Proposition 3.5. The class b is x^- Thus if <f>: H,,Z -» H "DZ is the duality

isomorphism the following diagram commutes:

H„Z - Hn_sZ

1 <f> l4>

H'"DZ      ^      H  " + SDZ

Proof. The first claim follows from Brown-Comenetz duality [3]; the second

claim follows from the first.

The following lemma allows us to build adapted complexes. Let k and N(k) be as

in 3.1. Let e: A -> N(k) be the quotient. The following lemma is a result of the

definitions.

Lemma 3.6. Let P c A be a finite set of elements so that P' = {eP: £ G P} is a

basis for N(k). Suppose for each P g P there is a finite CW complex ZP and

yP G HmXP for some m independent of P. Suppose further that

(1) xP*Jp * 0 and m < 2p(k + 1) - 1,

(2) yP = l*y> where 1* is the reduction h*XP -» H*XP.

If Z = V P^pZP and y = T,yP G hmZ, then (Z,y) is adapted to N(k).

Proof. This follows immediately from 3.5.

The following lemma will allow us to finish the proofs of 3.3 and 3.4.

Lemma 3.7. (i) Let (Zk,yk) be adapted to Mx(k) and suppose //+(ZA, Z^A) is a

Z/p vector space. Then ô0*yA = 0.

(ii) Let (Zk,yk) be adapted to M2(k) and suppose //+(ZA,Z2A) is a Z/2 vector

space. Then (ô0)*yA = 0.

Proof. We prove (i); (ii) is the same. It is sufficient to show that (xP')*îk = 0 f°r

z > k. There is a commutative diagram:

BP<l)mZk

lu

HmZk

Here we use Proposition 3.5 and the definition of x^" " (£')*1*Ya - 0 for degree

reasons. Since

1*: Z/*(ZA,ZpA) — /7*ZA

is an injection, (x-f")*?* = 0.

Now define spaces

C(s,t)= /\CP~ A ABZ/p.

xp,)* i M
"m - qi ( Zk , Zp  )

11.

Hm-«Zk
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This is the 5-fold smash product of CPX smashed with the i-fold smash product of

BZ/p. We assume that r > 0. We will werite C(0, t) = C(t). Our complexes ZA will

be wedges of finite subcomplexes of C(s, t).

Now let B = B0 or Bx or Ax. Then define a vector space map

77: H*C(s,t) -» V= H*C(s,t)/BH*C(s,t).

H2s + 'C(s, t) is generated by a single element a and H"C(s, t) = 0 for n < 2s + t.

Suppose v = tr(aa) * 0 in V for a g A. Then if m*: V* -* //»C(i, f) is the dual,

a*tr*v* =*= 0 in H2s + tC(s, t). With this remark, we now supply alemma on H*C(s,t).

Recall that if p = 2 and Sq' = Sq'1 ■ ■ • Sq'« is admissible, the excess is e(I) = ix

- i2 - ■•■ -iq.   If   p > 2   and   P' = ß""P''ßei ■ ■ ■ /"«ßE«,   then   e(I) = 2ix -

L%22(p-l)ij-I.U^

Lemma 3.8. Let P' g A be admissible so that ßP' # 0. Let e(I) = e, t = £?=1£;

and 5 = (<? - i)/2. // a ^ He+iC(s,t + 1) is the generator, then ttP'cl + 0 in

V = H*C(s, t + l)/B0H*C(s, t + 1).

Proof. We prove p > 2. Let PJ, with J = {80, 7,, 5,,..., jn, 8n}, be any admissi-

ble monomial in A. Let £ = e(J) + 80, n = E^qS/ and m = (E - n)/2. Then, if

a g HhC(m, n) is the generator, £ya ¥= 0. Thus if £' is as in the hypothesis and

P'a generates a free £0 submodule of H*C(s, t + 1). Thus irP'a # 0 in K.

Proof of 3.2. Lemma 3.6 applies. Let e: A —> M0(k) be the projection. Let

P= { x^'l^'^O, .,<&}.

The classes P'= {ex^'lx-f' G P} is a basis for M0(k). For each / so that

xP' g P let s, t and e be as in 3.8 and X, c C(s,t) be a finite subcomplex

containing the 2p(k + 2) skeleton. Let n = 2pk - 2pix and Z, = L"X,. Let a g

H" + e+iZ,. Then wP'a # 0 in V = H*Z,/B^H*Z, by 3.8. By construction, in

degrees 2p& + 1

//*(Z,;Z/) s F* ^ H*Z,.

This inclusion is the reduction map 1*. Let a g H" + e+lZ, be the generator. Set

y, = (-nP'a)* and y, = w*^,. The remarks following 3.7 imply that (P')*y, =t 0.

4. The proof of Theorems 3.3 and 3.4. To construct complexes adapted to Mx(k)

and M2(k) we must do computations in the Adam spectral sequence. Let h = BP{l)

or bo. Then we have the spectral sequence

£*•* = Ext$'*(//*/i ® H*X; Z/p) => m^h A X = h*X,

where X is a complex of finite type. We will concentrate on the case where

X = C(s,t), t > 0. Recall that h = A//B, where B c A is either Bx or Ax. The

following lemma eases the computations. It is completely standard.

Lemma 4.1. Let h be a ring spectrum so that H*h = A//B for some subalgebra of

A. Then there is a canonical isomorphism, natural in X,

ExtB(H*X; Z/p) -» E\tA(H*h ® H*X; Z/p).
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Here H *X is given a left B structure by restriction of scalars. Let

■n: H*X -* V = H*X/BH*X

be as in §3 and let s: V -* H*X be any section of the quotient. Then there is an

obvious extension

B ® V-^*H*X -+ 0.

This is the beginning of a minimal B resolution of H*X. Thus

Ext^ = Homß(£ ® V; Z/p) = V*.

The dual of the quotient gives an inclusion V* c H*X. Now suppose the Adams

spectral sequence collapses at £2. Then there is a projection

A,*- £° s V*.

The following is also standard.

Lemma 4.2. //£2 = Ex in the Adams spectral sequence converging to h*X then the

composite

h*X^ £¿ = V* c H*X

is the reduction induced by 1: h -» KZ/p.

The major computational result is the following theorem, which was proved by

Davis in [7] for p = 2. The argument goes through at odd primes with the usual

modifications.

Theorem 4.3. The Adams spectral sequence converging to BP(l)*C(s, t) and

bo*C(t) collapses at E2.

We now prove 3.3 and 3.4.

Lemma 4.4. Let PhP'*ße* ■ ■ ■ P'iß'i = P1 g A be admissible. Set e = e(I), t =

T.f=2ejand s = (e — t)/2. If a g He + 2C(s, t + 2) is the generator, then

■nP'a ¥= 0    in V = H*C(s, t + 2)/BxH*C(s, t + 2).

Proof. Bx is an exterior algebra on two generators, QQ = ß and Qx = ßPl — Plß.

One calculates that Q0QxP'a =£ 0 in H*C(s,t + 2) and P'a generates a free Bx

submodule of H*C(s, t + 2). The result follows.

Proof of 3.3. We apply Lemmas 3.6 and 3.7. Let e: A -> Mx(k) be the

projection map. Let P = {x^'löoÖi^' ^ 0 and / admissible, /', < k). Then P' =

{ex£'|x£' e P} forms a basis for Mx(k). For each / so that xP' g P let 5 and t

be as in 4.4. Let Xx c C(s, t + 2) be a finite subcomplex so that X, contains the

2p(k + 1) skeleton and H*(Xy Zp) is a Z/p vector space. Let n = 2pk - 2pix

and Z, = L"X,. Let a G Hn + e+2Z, be the generator. Then

■n-P'a^O    in V= H*Z,/BXH*Z'

by 4.4. So if y, = (itP'a)* g H2pk+2Z„ (P')*y, * 0 and Theorem 4.3 guarantees

that y, is in the image of the reduction

Let y, be any pre-image of y,. The result now follows by Lemmas 3.6 and 3.7.
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In exactly the same manner Theorem 3.4 is a result of the following

Lemma 4.5. Let Sq' = Sq4''Sq2'2Sq'3 - ■ • Sq'« g A be admissible. Let t = e(I) + 4.

If a G H'C(t) is the generator, then

TrSq'a * 0    in H*C(t)/AxH*C(t).

Proof. Ax is generated by Sq1 and Sq2. One computes that

Sq1Sq2Sq1Sq2Sq/ = Sq4" + 5Sq2'2 + 1 • • • Sq'«.

Thus Sq' generates a free ^4,-submodule of H*C(t).

5. The construction of BQ(pk + 1), BP(l)k, and bok. We are now ready to

construct towers of spectra whose homotopy inverse limits are the spectra we are

trying to produce. We begin with a general lemma on the homology of the spectra in

such towers. Our general set up is this: we have a sequence of spectra

Sn 2 ,

ATo-IX^EX- ••••

The cohomology of this sequence is an acyclic resolution of some specified module

M over A. We will inductively construct spectra Xq and maps

V   Xq  ~*   Y.Kq+l

so that there are cofiber sequences

',+1 P„ e,

Kq+1-*Xq+1^Xq^liKq+f

and the composition e i = 8q, X0 = AT0, and e0 = ô0. As the work of the previous

sections indicates, we will keep track of further data. There will be a spectrum T and

a map y: T -* K0 so that the following sequence is exact:

H*Y,KX -+H*K0^>H*T.

We will inductively construct liftings y of y so that the following diagram

commutes:

Y,+ l

T        -       Xq+X

J, id I pq

T       -        Xq.

Now y0 = y. Since ô0p0 = 0, the composition p0 • ■ • pq+x induces a map cq:

M -» H*Xq. One sees that the image of the composition y*c*: M -> H*T is the

image of y*. The following result seems to be well known but is not in the literature

(cf. [5, proof of 3.1]).

Lemma 5.1.   // ey   Xq -* LKq+x  exists for q < t and y y   T -» Xq exists for

q < t + 1, then there is an exact sequence

<■* i*
0 -» M 4 H*Xq^> H*Kq

for q < t + 1. Furthermore, ifq^t, then y* splits this sequence.
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Proof. Because the tower of spectra X is constructed from an acyclic resolution

of M, the sequence is exact. We will know it is split once we know that the image of

y* is exactly the image of y*. Consider the following diagram:

H*Kq+f

0      ->      M      4        H*Xq        4      H*Kq      "^      H*Kq_x

H*T

Let v g H*Xq. Since iqeq-f = 0, 8*_ ¡i*v = 0. Thus there exists w so that 8*w = i*v.

Let v' = v — e*w. Then y*v = y*v' and there exists p so that c*p = v'.

We are now in a position to state our constructive theorem. Let BP(0) = ATZA.

Let n = 0 or 1 and let

(5.2) BP{n) = k;; 4 £X" 4 £2^ ^ ...

be the sequence constructed in 2.7.

Theorem 5.3. There exist spectra X , q > 0, and maps ey Xq —> E Kq + ¡ so that:

(1) X0= KS = BP(n) and e0 = 80.   '

(2) There are cofiber sequences

Kq+ 1   -*   Xq+ f  -> A^ -* AT^'+ j.

(3) e i   = 8 , e0 w i/?e identity.

(4) For any CW complex Z the induced map of homology theories

(eq)m:(Xq)mZ^(K^f)m_lZ

is zero for m < 2p(k + 1) — 1 for q > 0 if n = 0 and for q > 0 if n = 1.

The following is an immediate corollary of 5.3 and 2.6. It is Theorem 1 of the

introduction.

Corollary 5.4. In Theorem 5.3 set n = 0 a«i/ let Bv(pk + 1) be the homotopy

inverse limit of

■■  ^,-V."  •••  ^KZp-

Then there is a map

a: Bf(pk + 1)^X0 = KZ;

and

(1) H*Bx(pk + l)s A/A{ß, XP'\ i > k},

(2) the induced map for homology theories

co,: Bl(pk + l)mX^H,„{X;Z;)

is onto if m < 2p(k + 1) — 1.
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For the following result recall that if n = 1, 8n: X0 —> EAT, is the map

50=   V xP'- BP(1) ^   W'KZp\ q = 2(p-l).
i > k i> k

The following is also an immediate corollary of 2.6 and 5.3. It is Theorem 2 of the

introduction.

Corollary 5.5. In Theorem 5.3 let n = 1 and BP(l)k be the inverse limit of the

X . Then there is a map

to: BP(l)k -* BP(l).

Then

(1) H*BP(l)k = A/A{ß, Plß, xi": i > k},

(2) the induced map of homology theories

<¿*:BP(l)kmX^BP(\)mX

is, form < 2p(k + 1) - 1, onto ker(50*)+ = D;> k ker(x£')*.

The proof of 5.3 is by induction on q. We now detail the induction hypothesis. Let

(5.6) ;J T.

be the tower whose homotopy inverse limit is B( pk + 1) (see 1.7). Then we have the

cofiber sequence

Let 0 : AT^' -> AT? be as in 2.7. Here is the induction hypothesis.

H(r): For q < t + 1 we have spectra Xq and maps eq for q < ? so that 5.3(l)-(4)

hold and further we have maps

so that we have a commutative diagram of cofibration sequences for q < t:

(5.7) U/+i i«,+ . i «, K+>
pi E«       ^

Vi      -       Yq+f       -»       Yq       -       £*i+1

Lemma 5.8. H(0) ¿s ?rue.

Proof. 5.3(1) and 5.3(2) define X0 and Xx. 5.3(3) holds by definition of e0 and i0.

Proposition 2.7 implies 5.7 holds for q = 0. If n = 1, then 5.3(4) does not apply. If

n = 0, then (#,)*: (KX)%Z -* (KX)*Z is injective; thus 5.3(4) follows from 5.7 and

1.7(4).
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Now let (Zk,yk) be the complex adapted to M0(k) constructed in 3.2 or 3.3. Let

Tk = T.2pk + lDZk if n = 0 or Tk = L2pk + 2DZk if n = 1. Let y: Tk -* BP(n) be

dual to yA and l*y be the usual reduction.

Lemma 5.9. // H(t) holds, then any lifting of y to Xq lifts to Xq+ x for q < t.

Proof. This follows from 5.3(4) and a duality argument if n = 0. If n = 1, then

(oo)*Y = 0 by 3.3; therefore y lifts to Xx. Any lifting to Xq, q > 0, lifts to X +x by

5.3(4).

Lemma 5.10. H(> - 1) implies H(r).

Proof. First, we define e,: X, -* £ AT,"+1. Since t - 1 ^ 0, there exists, by 2.7(3), a

map sl+y. AT,+ 1 -» K"+1 so that i,+ 1#(+1 is the identity.

Define

ei = si+iei"i- X, -* ¿_K¡+X,

and X,+x by 5.3(2). Then

eti, = 5,: s,+ xe,6,i, = s, + x8,0, = s,+ x6l+x8, = 8,.

So 5.3(3) holds.

Second, let yt: Tk -» X, be any lifting of y. Then 6,y, is a lifting of l»y. So 1.9

implies £,f?,y, = 0. Thus e,y, = 0 and y, lifts to Xl+1.

Third, the following diagram commutes:

x,      -      LK,\f

is, ielfl

Y,      -      ZKl+i

Let A = e,d, - 6l+xer Since AT,+ 1 is an Eilenberg-Mac Lane spectrum it is enough

to show that A is zero in cohomology. By 5.1 it is enough to show that

; *A* = 0    and    y,*A* = 0.

But  A/, = e,6,i, — 6I+Xe,i, = 0,8, — 0,+ l8, = 0 and e,y, s 0 and efry, = 0 by our

above arguments. This shows that A = 0. §l+x is defined because 8I+ ,e, = er6r This

leaves 5.3(4). But

(0/41)*: (£,'+,)*Z -» (Kl+l)tZ

is injective. We now apply 1.7(4). This proves Lemma 5.10.

Thus we have constructed Bx( pk + 1) and BP(n)k.

We also have the following theorem. Let p = 2 and

Off O/,      _   -)

bo = K2^Y.K2^i:'K¡^  ■■■

be the sequence constructed in 2.10.

Theorem 5.11. There exists spectra X and ey Xq -» EAT2+1, q > 0, so that:

(1) X0 = AT02 = bo and e0 = 8Q.

(2) There are cofiber sequences

K-q+i ~* % +l -» Xq -> ¿\,Kq+f.
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(3) eqiq = 8y i0 is the identity.

(4) For q > 0, (X )mZ -> (AT2+1)m_,Z is zero for any CW complex Z and

m < %k + 7.

The proof is the same as in 5.3, except that the tower (5.6) should be replaced by

the tower whose inverse limit is B(4k + 3). The following is immediate and is

Theorem 3 of the introduction.

Corollary 5.12. Let bok = holim X . Then there is a map cc: bok —> bo and

(1) H*bok = A/A{Sq\ Sq2, XSq4'; i > k),

(2) co#: (bok)mZ —> bomZ is onto \~\,>k ker(xSq4')* for any CW complex Z and

m < 8rc + 7.

6. Space-like spectra and maps to Brown-Gitler spectra. It is an observation of E.

H. Brown that the crucial property of Brown-Gitler spectra is that, with suitable

choices, the Adams spectral sequence converging to it*B(pk + 1) r\ Z collapses at

£, when Z is a space. In this section, we develop the analogous spectral sequences

for the spectra constructed in §5. These spectral sequences are not a priori of Adams

type, but they do have remarkable collapsing properties. Furthermore, we show these

collapsing theorems for a wider class of spectra, those which we call "space-like".

Definition 6.1.  Let   F  be a finite CW spectrum. Then   Y  is space-like of

dimension n if there is a spectrum T and a map /: T —> y so that

(i) T = L" DZ, where Z is a finite CW complex; and

(ii)/*: H*Y -» H*T is injective.

For example, Theorems 3.4 and 5.11 show that bok is space-like of dimension

8/c + 4. Now let h = KZ/p, KZ*, BP(l), or bo. Then Theorem 1.7, 5.3. or 5.11

gives, for each integer k, a Brown-Gitler spectrum over h. Call it hk. Then hk is the

inverse limit of a tower of fibrations:

hk = lim Xq -  • • •  - Xq -. Xq_f -  ■■■  - Xf - X0 = h

(6.2) î Î

Kq Kx

In each case, irnKq = 0 for n < q. Let Y be a connected CW spectrum. Then, by

smashing the tower (6.2) with Y and applying stable homotopy we get a spectral

sequence

(6.3) {E'SJ(Y,hk)}^hk_sY,    E¡J=(Kq)t_Y=iTl_s(KqAY).

If h = KZ/p or KZp , then 1.7 or 5.3 implies that if Y is the suspension spectrum

of a space, then in this spectral sequence

E},(Y,hk) = E™(Y,hk),        t-s*i 2p(k + 1) - 2.

If h = BP{Is) or bo, then 5.3 or 5.11 gives a result only slightly more complicated:

Let Y be the suspension spectrum of a space. Then

E2,(Y,hk) = E~(Y,hk)

for t - s < 2p(k + l)-2 if h = BP{l) or t - s < 8¿ + 6 if h = bo. In both

cases, the only nonzero differential in the prescribed range is

(6.4) df-.EUY,hk)^EUZ,hk).
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Using the details provided after 1.3 and before 2.6 and 2.9, these Ex terms are

easily computed. For instance, if h = bo, then the differential (6.4) is given by

(6.4a) LxSq4/: bo,Y ^   © H,_A,( Y; Z A).
i>k i>k

Dual to this situation is the following. Let [Y, X]" = [Y,2Z"X]. Then if Y is a finite

CW spectrum we may apply the functor [Y, ]* to the tower (6.2) to get a spectral

sequence

(6.5) [EÏ'(Y,hk)} - [Y, hk]s-',    £/•'= [Y,Kqy-'.

The next two propositions comprise the main technical result of this section.

Proposition 6.6. Let Y be space-like of dimension n. Then, if h = KZ/p or KZp ,

Esx-'(Y,hk) = Esx'(Y,hk)

fors - t> n - 2p(k + 1) + 2.

Proof. Duality induces an isomorphism of spectral sequences

{Er(Y,hk)}^{Ef,(zZ"DY,hk)}.

Because Y is space-like of dimension n, we have a map

Df: £" DY -* Z,

where Z is the suspension spectrum of a space. Df * is injective in mod p homology.

Under the hypothesis that h = KZ/p or KZ¡f, in the tower (6.2), for s > 0, AT, is

an Eilenberg-MacLane spectrum with 77 + ATs a Z/p vector space. Thus, for s > 0,

there is an injection

D/V Ef' + "(zZ"DY,hk) -» E[-'+n(Z,hk).

Since Ef' + "(Z, hk) = £¿' + "(Z, hk) for t + n - s < 2p(k + 1) - 2, the result fol-

lows.

The next result is proved in an identical manner.

Proposition 6.7. Ifh — BP{l) or h = bo and Y is space-like of dimension n, then

E¡-'(Y,hk)^E^'(Y,hk)

for s- t>n- 2p(k + 1) + 2 if h = BP{l) or s - t > n - M - 6 // h = bo. The

only nontrivial differential is

dy. Exi)J(Y,hk) -* E\J(Y,hk).

Remark. The differential can be described in a manner analogous to (6.4a). 6.6

and 6.7 were also proved in a more conventional manner in [8].

We list several immediate consequences of these theorems. We get uniqueness

results such as the following.
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Proposition 6.8. Let bk be any Z/2-complete spectrum with a map w: bk -* bo so

that

(i) H*bk = A/AlSq1, Sq2, xSq4': i > k) andw* induces the quotient,

(ii) w * : bkZ -* bo„Z is onto D, > k xSqî' for n < elk + 1 and any CW complex Z.

Then there is a homotopy equivalence bk = bok.

Proof. Let Zk be the CW-complex of 3.4 and Tk = LHk + 4DZk. (ii) implies the

existence of a map (¡>: Tk -* bk so that <j>* is injective. Thus bk is space-like of

dimension 8/c + 4. Now apply 6.7.

There are similar results for the other Brown-Gitler type spectra. We also have

pairing results. For example, we have the following

Proposition 6.9. Let p > 2. Then for each pair of integers (i, j) there are maps

p, y BP{lY A BP{l)J -* BP{l)'+i

so that the following diagram commutes:

BP{1)'A BP{l)J      -2      BP{l)i+J

w A w I j. w

BP{1) A BP{1)       ->        BP{l)

where the bottom arrow is the ring spectrum multiplication.

Proof. The existence of the complex in 3.3 and Theorem 5.3 demonstrate that

BP{l)k is space-like of dimension 2pk + 2. Thus BP{l)' A BP{l)J is space-like of

dimension 2p(; +/') + 4. Now apply 6.7.

Remark. If p = 2, then 2p(i + j) + 4 > 2p(i + / + 1) - 1; thus, the proof of

6.9 fails for this case. Similarly, we fail to get pairings bo' A bo' —> bo'+j, because

bo' A boj is space-like of dimension 8(/' + j) + 8. This is one dimension too high.

However, we make the following remark. Let BP{l) be the 2-local spectrum so that

H*BP{2) = A//B2 and tt^BP{2) = Z(2)[vx,v2], where the dimension of vx is 2

and the dimension of v2 is 6. B2 is the exterior subalgebra of A generated by Sq1,

Qx = Sq2Sq! + SqxSq2, and Q2 = Sq4Ô, + ôiSq4. One would like to investigate the

Adams spectral sequence based on this spectrum; therefore one would like to carry

out a detailed analysis of BP{2) A BP{2). For this, one turns to a program such as

[10], but it is essential to have pairings

bo' A boJ -» bo'+J.

We see no method for obtaining these.
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